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Abstract—Probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS), originally
proposed for coded modulation with soft decision decoding, can
flexibly vary the spectral efficiency (SE) of fiber-optic systems.
The PAS architecture has also been applied to bit-wise hard
decision decoding (HDD) of staircase codes (SCCs). Product codes
(PCs) are alternatives to SCCs, however, it is well-known that
SCCs outperform PCs with HDD. In this paper, we demonstrate
the application of PAS to bit-wise HDD of PCs by finding the
necessary conditions to select the PC component codes. We show
that PAS with PCs and HDD yields gains up to 2.7 dB and SE
improvement up to approximately 1 bit/channel use compared
to the baseline scheme using PCs with uniform signaling and
HDD. Furthermore, we employ the recently introduced iBDD-
CR decoding algorithm of PCs to improve the performance of
PAS with PCs and HDD. Gains up to 0.3 dB are achieved. We
show that the combination of PAS with iBDD-CR decoding of
PCs can close the gap between PAS with HDD of SCCs and PCs.
Index Terms—Coded modulation, hard-decision decoding,
probabilistic shaping, product codes, staircase codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO keep up with the current trend on data demand andrealize high spectral efficiencies (SEs), coding in com-
bination with a high order modulation, a scheme known as
coded modulation (CM), has become indispensable in fiber-
optic communications. For instance, a recently commercially
available optical transponder employs up to 64 quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) to provide 400 Gbit/s/λ and 600
Gbit/s/λ throughput [1].
In practice, there is always a gap between the performance
of CM and the corresponding theoretical limit. This gap is
mainly due to two reasons: (i) the employed codes have finite
length and suboptimal decoders are usually used in order
to constrain the receiver complexity; (ii) equidistant signal
constellation points (e.g., square QAM) with uniform signaling
are usually employed, yielding the asymptotic 1.53 dB gap to
the Shannon limit for transmission over the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
Product-like codes such as product codes (PCs) [2] and
staircase codes (SCCs) [3] with hard decision decoding (HDD)
are particularity suitable for very high-throughput applications
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such as next generation fiber-optic systems [4], [5]. To improve
the performance of CM with product-like codes, one approach
is to boost the decoding performance. As HDD yields a consid-
erable performance loss with respect to soft decision decoding
(SDD), recently, several hybrid decoding schemes have been
proposed in order to partially close the gap between HDD and
SDD with limited additional complexity to that of HDD [6]–
[13]. In particular, iterative bounded distance decoding with
combined reliability (iBDD-CR) recently introduced in [6] is
a low-complex hybrid decoding scheme for PCs which utilizes
the channel reliabilities to improve the performance of HDD.
The performance of CM can also be improved by means
of probabilistic shaping [14]–[16]. Probabilistic amplitude
shaping (PAS) was proposed in [16] and attracted a significant
interest in the fiber-optic community [17]–[20]. The original
PAS architecture employs binary low-density parity check
(LDPC) codes. However, PAS with PCs and HDD/hybrid
decoding can provide a solution for high-throughput fiber-optic
systems.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) We slightly
modify the original PAS architecture in [16] to make it suitable
for PCs. In particular, the two-dimensional structure of PCs
(a codeword can be seen as a two-dimensional array of bits)
imposes some constraints on the PCs to be used with PAS.
We find the necessary conditions on the parameters of the
PC component codes in order to be used in combination
with PAS; (ii) we employ iBDD-CR decoding of PCs [6] to
improve the performance of PAS with PCs and (conventional)
iterative bounded distance decoding (iBDD). We show that
PAS with PCs and iBDD provides gains up to 2.7 dB and a
spectral efficiency (SE) improvement of up to 1 bit/channel use
(bpcu) compared the baseline scheme with uniform signaling.
Furthermore, we show that PAS with PCs and iBDD-CR
decoding can close the gap between PAS with iBDD of SCCs
and PCs.1
II. PRELIMINARIES
Without loss of generality, we consider ASK modulation.
However, in Sec. IV we report results for square QAM,
which can be seen as the Cartesian product of two ASK
constellations. The transmitted constellation points are chosen
from X , {−2m + 1, ...,−1, 1, ..., 2m − 1}, where m is
the number of bits per symbol. We consider a discrete-time
1Notation: PX(·) denotes the probability mass function (PMF) of the RV
X . Boldface letters denote vectors and matrices. xi is the i-th element of x.
EX(·) and H(X) stand for the expectation and entropy of the RV X .
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the CM scheme with PAS and PC under consideration. The parameters shown in the system model corresponds to encoding and
decoding of one PC code array. The HD demapper outputs bits and log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) corresponding to the PC code bits for HDD and hybrid
decoding, respectively.
AWGN channel.2 The channel output at time instant i is given
as
Yi = Xi + Zi i = 1, 2, . . . , n (1)
where n is the block length, Zi are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian RVs with zero mean and unit
variance, and Xi is the constrained channel input, hence,
SNR = EX
[
X2
]
. We consider a block-wise transmission
system where u stands for the transmitted information block
and uˆ denotes the corresponding decoded block.
Similar to [18], in this paper we consider the PAS scheme
of [16] with a binary code for transmission and bit-wise HDD,
i.e., bit-wise Hamming metric decoding, at the receiver side.
The achievable information rate of such a system, denoted
by RHDD, is derived in [22, eq. (62)]. Similar to [16], [18],
we also consider the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with
shaping parameter λ, where the PMF of a constellation point
x ∈ X is given as PλX (x) =
exp(−λx2)∑
x˜∈X
exp(−λx˜2) . For each SNR, λ
is optimized such that RHDD is maximized, i.e.,
λ∗ = argmax
λ>0
RHDD. (2)
We use a maximum a-posteriori (MAP) demapper, which
employs Pλ
∗
X for the detection.
III. CODED MODULATION WITH PAS AND PCS
The idea of PAS is to shape the constellation amplitudes and
then utilize the parities of a systematic code for the sign bits.
Let us denote by A , {1, 3, . . . , 2m−1} the set of amplitudes
of an ASK constellation of size 2m. For a target Pλ
∗
X , the PMF
of an amplitude a ∈ A is Pλ∗A (a) = 2Pλ
∗
X (a), as the sign bis
are uniformly distributed. The schematic of PAS considered
in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. In the following, we briefly
review the different components of Fig. 1.
Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , uk+γn) be the information vector of
length k + γn bits with uniformly distributed components,
where ui ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, 2, . . . , k + γn. The vector u is
parsed to uγn and uk, of lengths γn and k, respectively. The
vector uk is the input to the shaping block, which generates a
sequence of amplitudes a = (a1, a2, ..., an) with distribution
Pλ
∗
A . The shaping block employs distribution matching. The
block length considered in this paper is large (in the order of
12k–260k), hence, there is no difference between the perfor-
mance of distribution matchers [23], [24]. Thus, we use the
constant composition distribution matching (CCDM) method
proposed in [23]. We also consider the binary reflected Gray
2The fiber-optic channel can be modeled as an AWGN channel using the
Gaussian noise model [21].
coding (BRGC) at the mapper Φ. In particular, Φ generates
m−1 bits corresponding to binary image of shaped amplitudes,
yielding sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) of length n(m − 1)
bits, where bi = (b1i , b
2
i , . . . , b
m−1
i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1.
The sequence b and uγn are interleaved yielding a sequence
of length n(m− 1) + nγ, which is encoded using systematic
PCs. The encoding generates parity bits of length n(1 − γ).
By combining n(1 − γ) parity bits with uγn and employing
the mapping according to 0 7→ +1 and 1 7→ −1 in block Φ˜,
the uniformly distributed sign sequence s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
of length n is yielded. The element-wise multiplication of a
by s generates a sequence xI = (xI1, x
I
2, . . . , x
I
n) with the
desired distribution for the ASK symbols3. The hard detected
(HD) sequence at the receiver is first decoded and then de-
interleaved, resulting in the sequences aˆ = (aˆ1, aˆ2, . . . , aˆn)
and uˆk. Finally aˆ is de-shaped using an inverse CCDM and
combined with uˆk to generate uˆ as the decision on u. In the
following, we discuss the encoding, interleaving, and decoding
in more details.
We consider binary PCs with Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) component codes. Let C be a
systematic BCH component code of length n˜ and information
length k˜, in short (n˜, k˜). C is constructed over the Galois field
GF(2v) with (even) block length n˜ and information block
length k˜ given by
n˜ = 2v − 1− s, (3)
k˜ = 2v − vt− 1− s (4)
where s and t are the shortening length and the error correcting
capability of C, respectively. Therefore, a shortened BCH code
is completely specified by the parameters (v, t, s). A PC with
(n˜, k˜) component codes is defined as the set of all n˜ × n˜
arrays C = [ci,j ] such that each row and column of C is a
valid codeword of C. Fig. 2 shows the code array of a PC. The
red part corresponds to the information bits while the parity
bits are shown in blue.
In a conventional CM with PCs, for given component
parameters v and t, s can be selected without any constraints.
However, the PAS architecture imposes a constraint on the
parameters of the component codes of the PC, i.e., for a given
v and t, only some values of s are feasible. In what follows,
we find such constraint. Let us consider a PC with (n˜, k˜) BCH
component code corresponding to a code rate R = k˜
2
n˜2 . Using
a 2m-ASK constellation in the PAS, R is given as
R =
k˜2
n˜2
=
m− 1 + γ
m
, (5)
3For QAM modulation, xQ is generated similarly and multiplexed with xI,
which yields a sequence with the desired distribution for the QAM symbols.
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Fig. 2: Code array of a PC.
Table I: Parameters of the designed PCs for v = 10, t = 3, and 16-ASK modulation
γ 0.7682 0.7503 0.6912 0.6797 0.5942 0.5233 0.4464 0.3645 0.2303 0.1426 0.00854
s 3 77 261 289 447 535 605 661 727 759 797
n˜ 1020 946 762 734 576 488 418 362 296 264 226
k˜ 990 916 732 704 546 458 388 332 266 234 196
n 260100 223729 145161 134689 82944 59536 43681 32761 21904 17424 12769
γn 199800 167869 100341 91549 49284 31156 19501 11941 5044 2484 109
R 0.9420 0.9376 0.9228 0.9199 0.8985 0.8808 0.8616 0.8411 0.8076 0.7856 0.7521
where 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a tuning parameter used to vary the SE
of PAS. We assume that the bit sequence corresponding to
the output of the interleaver (of size (m− 1 + γ)n) is parsed
into k˜ sequences of length k˜, each placed as information bits
corresponding to the i-th row (i = 1, . . . , k˜) of the PC code
array (see red part in Fig. 2). Therefore, n should be selected
such that
n =
k˜2
m− 1 + γ . (6)
As explained before, the number of parity bits should be n(1−
γ). Employing (5) and (6), the total number of parity bits
corresponding to a PC codeword is given as
n˜2 − k˜2 = k˜2
(
1
R
− 1
)
= n(1− γ). (7)
The component codes of the PC employed in the PAS should
then be chosen such that the block length (6) and the number
of parity bits (7) are positive and non-negative integers,
respectively, i.e.,
n ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, and γn ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. (8)
Therefore, in order to use PCs with component code param-
eters (v, t) in PAS with 2m-ASK constellation, the feasible
values of s must satisfy (6) and (8). We highlight that a feasible
value of s corresponds to a feasible value of γ (by employing
(3)–(4) in (5), one can see a one-to-one relation between s
and γ).
For 16-ASK modulation (m = 4), v = 10 and t = 3,
a subset of all feasible values for s and correspondingly γ,
(n˜, k˜), n, and R are given in Table I. The same table for
SCCs with 16-ASK modulation (m = 4), v = 10, and t =
3 was given in [18, Table II]. Comparing Table I with [18,
Table II] for a given code rate, one can see that the structural
difference between PCs and SCCs yields different component
code parameters for each code. We highlight that the feasible
values for s (and thus γ) in Table I are only a subset of a total
of 205 feasible values. One can check that the total number
of feasible values for s (and thus γ) for a SCC is only 40 (see
[18, Table II]). As it is shown in Sec. IV, by varying γ one
can change the SE of PAS. Therefore, PAS with PCs provides
a much finer granularity of SEs than PAS with SCCs, due to
the larger number of feasible values of γ.
We assume that the sign bits generated by PAS, i.e.,
(s1, . . . , sn), represent the first bit level in the BRGC label
of the transmitted symbol. For instance, the transmitted sig-
nal points with the corresponding BRGC labels for 8-ASK
Table II: BRGC of the amplitudes for 8-ASK
amplitude −7 −5 −3 −1 1 3 5 7
label 110 111 101 100 000 001 011 010
modulation are shown in Table II. It is well-known that the
reliability of different bit levels varies in CM. We found that by
uniformly spreading the bits of b and uγn (which correspond
to different bit levels) between the component codes of a PC,
the performance of PAS with PCs improves. Therefore, we
slightly modify the original PAS [16] by adding a random
interleaver before encoding. We highlight that there is no
interleaver in [18], as the design of SCCs ensures that bits
from both b ans uγn are uniformly distributed between rows
in each staircase block (see [18, Sec. IV-C]).
PCs are usually decoded using iBDD of the component
codes [25]. In this paper, we also consider the iBDD-CR
algorithm introduced in [6] for PCs. In order to apply iBDD-
CR in PAS with PCs, the LLR of the hard detected bits at the
decoder should be computed. Given the received symbol Yi
(see (1)), one can compute the LLR corresponding to the l-th
bit (l = 1, . . . ,m) of the binary image of Yi as
Lli = ln

∑
x˜i∈S0l
e−
(Yi−x˜i)2
2 · Pλ∗X (x˜i)∑
x˜i∈S1l
e−
(Yi−x˜i)2
2 · Pλ∗X (x˜i)
 , (9)
where S0l and S1l are sets of size 2m ASK symbols with 0 and
1 as the l-th bit of the corresponding BRGC label, respectively.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of PAS using PCs with param-
eters given in Table I for transmission of 256-QAM. Note that
the Cartesian product of two 16-ASKs with distribution Pλ
∗
X
gives the shaped 256-QAM. The target block error probability
(Pe) is set to 10−3. The decoding of the PC is performed
using a maximum of 8 decoding iterations employing iBDD
with extrinsic message passing [26, Algorithm 1] and iBDD-
CR [6].
For the feasible values of s given in Table I, n is large,
hence the information rate of PAS for each quadrature is
H(A) + γ. Therefore, the total rate is 2H(A) + 2γ. In Fig. 3,
we depict RHDD (both shaped and uniform) for a 256-QAM
and 2H(A)+2γ for values of γ corresponding to s = 77, 261,
447, 535, and 605. As can be seen, for γ = 0.4464 (s = 605)
the curve 2H(A) + 0.8928 is below the shaped RHDD, hence,
employing a single PC with code R = 0.8616 (see Table I,
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Fig. 3: Simulation results of the PAS based on PCs with s = 77, 261, 447,
535, 605, for 256-QAM, and comparison with the corresponding achievable
information rates.
eighth column), one can achieve all points on 2H(A)+0.8928
by only changing the distribution of amplitudes. A similar
observation can be made for γ = 0.5233 (s = 535) and
γ = 0.5942 (s = 447). However, for γ = 0.7503 (s = 77)
and γ = 0.6912 (s = 261) there are crossing points which
are shown with plus signs. The crossing point between the
curves 2H(A) + 2γ and shaped RHDD specifies the optimal
operating point, which can be achieved with infinity long
block length codes and optimal decoding [16]. As suboptimal
iterative decoding of PCs is considered in this paper, only
the points on the curve 2H(A) + 1.5006 and 2H(A) + 1.3824
corresponding to SNRs larger than 23.66 dB and 22.36 dB,
respectively, are achievable. Therefore, the SNRs larger than
23.66 dB and 22.36 dB defines the feasible SNR regions for
PAS based on employing PCs with s = 77 and s = 261,
respectively.
We have simulated the performance of the PAS with the
considered PCs and then find the minimum SNR in the feasible
SNR region where Pe can be achieved. In what follows, we
refer to the point on the curve 2H(A) + 2γ corresponding
to the minimum SNR achieving Pe as an operating point. In
Fig. 3, we plot the operating points of the PAS corresponding
to PCs with s = 77, 261, 447, 535, and 605, for 256-QAM
to achieve Pe = 10−3 (green circle with crosses). As it can
be seen, for γ = 0.7503 (corresponding to crossing point with
SNR = 23.66 dB), one should back-off roughly 1.59 dB from
the optimal operating point (plus sign corresponding to SNR =
23.66 dB) to achieve Pe = 10−3. Note that the simulation
points are just a subset of size 5 out of 205 feasible operating
points (see Sec. III).
We also notice that the slope of 2H(A)+2γ is less than that
of shaped RHDD, hence, we will switch to another code rate
(different γ) in order to operate as close as possible to shaped
RHDD. For instance, the point shown with asterisk is also on the
achievable rate curve 2H(A) + 0.8928, corresponding to γ =
0.4464. However, switching to γ = 0.5233 (operating on the
curve 2H(A)+1.0466) reduces the gap between the operating
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Fig. 5: Performance of the PAS with PC and iBDD-CR algorithm, PC with
iBDD, and SCC with iBDD. Starting from top right, the shortening parameter
for PC is 77, 266, 447, 535, and 605, and shortening parameter for SCC is
63, 247, 431, 519, and 591.
point and shaped RHDD by 0.41 dB, which corresponds to
0.16 bpcu higher SE for the same SNR. Finally, Fig. 3 shows
that the achieved rates by the PAS with PCs are larger than
the achievable rate of the (conventional) CM with uniform
signaling (compare green circles with crosses and red curve).
For the sake of comparison, we consider the same scenario
for PAS and SCCs using a window decoder of size 7 stair-
case blocks and 8 decoding iterations, as considered in [18,
Sec. VI]. In particular, to have a fair comparison between
SCCs and PCs, we consider SCCs with (v, t) = (10, 3) and
s = 63, 274, 431, 519, and 591, which gives virtually the same
code rates as those of the PCs considered in Fig. 4. Comparing
green crosses with green circles with crosses, one can see that
for PCs the back-off SNR is larger than for SCCs, hence, PAS
with PCs yields higher SEs than PAS with SCCs, at the cost
of higher operating SNR.
4In Fig. 4, we compare the performance of PAS with PCs and
SCCs with uniform signaling. In particular, we consider PCs
with s = 77, 289, 447, 605, 661, 727, 759, and 797. These
PCs have roughly the same code rate as SCCs with s = 63,
271, 431, 591, 647, 711, 743, and 783 that are considered in
[18, Fig. 8]. As can be seen, the performance of both PAS
with PCs and uniform signaling varies on an envelope (see
green and red dashed curves in Fig. 4), where the performance
improvement of PCs with shaping over the uniform signaling
reaches up to 2.7 dB. Furthermore, comparing the SEs of PAS
with PCs and uniform signaling, one can see that employing
shaping provides up to 1 bpcu SE improvement. Comparing
the simulation points with the corresponding achievable infor-
mation rate (AIR) curve, it is clear that by reducing the code
rate for both PCs and SCCs, the SNR gap between operating
points and the AIR increases. It is worth to point out that this
gap is always lower for the PAS with PCs compared to PCs
with uniform signaling.
In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of PAS with PCs
decoded using iBDD-CR [7], with that of PAS and both
PCs and SCCs decoded using iBDD. As shown in Fig. 5,
employing iBDD-CR reduces the minimum required SNR
satisfying Pe = 10−3 by up to 0.3 dB. Interestingly, PCs
with iBDD-CR decoding and s = 77, 261, and 447 provide
better operating points than that of SCCs with iBDD and same
code rate (s = 63, 247, and 431). Furthermore, the PC with
iBDD-CR and s = 519 provides the same performance as the
corresponding SCC (s = 519) with iBDD. Also, the PC with
iBDD-CR and s = 605 provides slightly worse performance
compared to the corresponding SCC (s = 591) with iBDD.
V. CONCLUSION
We considered probabilistic amplitude shaping with binary
PCs and HDD based on iBDD of the component codes. In
particular, we addressed the parameter selection of the PC
component codes and found the corresponding SE operating
points. We showed that the performance of PAS with PCs
is up to 2.7 dB better than that of the standard CM scheme
with PCs and uniform signaling. Furthermore, we showed that
PAS combined with the iBDD-CR decoding algorithm for
PCs outperforms PAS with conventional iBDD for PCs, where
the performance improvement is up to 0.3 dB. Interestingly,
we observed that PAS with PCs and iBDD-CR can close the
gap between PAS with iBDD of SCCs and PCs. Future work
includes extending of iBDD-CR to SCCs, and investigating
the performance of PAS with iBDD-CR of SCCs.
We highlight that in this paper we used a pragmatic ap-
proach to evaluate the performance of PAS with PCs and
iBDD-CR, by maximizing the AIR of the PAS with HDD. In
principle, hybrid decoders (such as iBDD-CR) operate beyond
the Hamming metric. Therefore, the operating point shown in
this paper can be improved further by first deriving the AIR of
the hybrid system and then optimizing the AIR. This analysis
is left as future work.
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